
A look at ‘Technical Completion’ 
and what it means
After ten years of planning and construction, the new Royal 
Adelaide Hospital reached Technical Completion this month. 

A significant step forward in the delivery of the new RAH, Technical Completion triggers the 

commencement of a staged transition, including rigorous testing and commissioning activities. 

In this edition of the New RAH Update we will look at exactly what is Technical Completion and 

we’ll explain what work is required to ensure that upon opening day South Australia’s newest 

landmark will be ready to provide all South Australians with world class healthcare in a new world 

class facility. 

New RAH Project Control Centre (PCC)

For more information about the new RAH:

Visit the website: newrah.sa.gov.au 

Subscribe to receive updates: newrahfeedback@sa.gov.au

youtube.com/sahealthaustralia

twitter.com/SAHealth

facebook.com/sahealth 
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The new Royal Adelaide 
Hospital Project Control 
Centre (PCC) is a purpose 
built technology space located 
in the heart of Adelaide’s 
central business district and 
will enable key decision 
makers and subject matter 
experts to plan, execute, 
coordinate and evaluate the 
complex range of activities 
that will be undertaken during 
the transition phase and 
opening of the new hospital. 
The brainchild of Project Director Paul 
Myers, the PCC will manage thousands 
of concurrent onsite activities and will 
ensure that to complete the move the 
right people have access to the right 
information at the right time so that 
any issues can be quickly identified  
and resolved. 

‘Numerous people have been involved with 
bringing the PCC to life, far too many to 
mention them all. However, I would like 
to acknowledge the new RAH Steering 
Committee members for their foresight 
in understanding the need for the PCC 

and the people I turned to first to help me 
realise it, Peter Karklins and Gary Taylor’, 
Mr Myers said.

Using interactive maps on multiple  
state-of-the-art screens the PCC will allow 
key decision makers to attain a high-level 
view of areas within both the new and 
current RAH, as well as the ability to  
drill down to individual rooms for more 
specific information.

Providing an incredibly powerful 
management tool the real-time data 
provided by the interactive maps is 
streamed 24 hours a day to the PCC and 
gives decision makers the instant ability 
to identify any high activity areas or ‘hot 
spots’ (as well as low activity areas) so they 
can identify issues and make decisions to 
resolve them quickly. 

With its own IT network and back-up 
power supply, the PCC has been designed 
to be highly resilient and prepared for a 
range of possible challenging scenarios, 
including major disasters. 

As a central point for the two-way flow of 
information and effective decision making 
in place, the PCC will ensure that staff and 
patients are moved to the new hospital 
safety and that the new RAH will operate 
effectively from the day it opens. 
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https://www.facebook.com/sahealth 
http://www.twitter.com/sahealthnews
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Over 140 trucks will transport around 1,900 pallets of equipment to the site containing 

over 24,700 types of hospital and medical items used on a regular basis

Approximately 640 pallets of ICT equipment will be installed in the new hospital ranging 

from computers to bedside devices

Around 24,000 line items will be stocked hospital-wide, ranging from medications, 

syringes, bandages, stationery and dressings

There will be more than 10,000 individual items of equipment such as medication  

infusion pumps, patient monitoring equipment and operating theatre equipment to be 

tested and positioned

Onsite orientation and training will be delivered to over 7,000 staff

Spotless service preparation and integration to ensure all facility management services  

are ready for opening day

190 different vendors will work with the new RAH’s biomedical teams to help with the 

assembly, testing and installation of complex medical equipment such as X-ray and CT 

machines, pharmacy robots and blood-testing machines

Over 240 detailed risk assessments will be undertaken on all departments and equipment 

types to ensure the new hospital is safe for staff and patients upon opening

Technical Completion

First off, what is Technical Completion? Well, 

this means construction is largely complete and 

we can start preparing the building to receive 

patients. It also triggers the all-important testing 

and training period which will run for at least the 

next 90 days. 

Facility Transition Period

The testing and training period is referred to 

as the Facility Transition Period (FTP). During 

FTP arduous testing and commissioning is 

undertaken by SA Health and our private sector 

partner to ensure that everything that has been 

purchased and installed throughout the new 

hospital is safe to use and is fully functional prior 

to the official opening. 

This includes running ‘real time’ scenario tests 

which act as a series of dress rehearsals involving 

over 750 staff and CALHN volunteers, Spotless 

staff and other government agencies including 

fire, police and ambulance.

Over 20 scenarios will be undertaken, including 

motor vehicle accident helipad arrivals, people 

presenting with heart attacks, acute abdomen 

pain, stroke, respiratory diseases and renal 

complications. 

Some of the other critical testing and 

commissioning activities during this time include 

assessing outpatient services, day surgery 

admissions, managing people coming to the 

hospital with acute psychosis, the testing of all 

emergency response codes (such as Code Red, 

Code Black and Code Brown) and how to deal 

and respond to pandemic infectious diseases and 

chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear 

situations involving multiple-persons.

Continued from page 1

“Technical Completion 
marks the start of a 
minimum 90-day period 
when the State Government 
has priority access to the 
hospital and can start 
testing the functionality and 
suitability of the equipment 
in the new building before 
it is accepted by the 
Government. ”

Readiness Activities

In anticipation of the big move to the new hospital, a wide range of readiness activities are being 
undertaken that involve: 

An automated microbiology system installed at the new 
RAH will enable patient test results to be processed 
faster. It is the first tranche of SA Pathology automation 
at the new facility.
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